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Agenda

▪100% Renewable Concept

▪100% Renewable Controversy

▪100% Renewable Cities

▪100% Renewable Businesses

▪Narrative if we have time



100% Renewable Concept 



Pathways to 2 Degrees Celsius





The Solutions Project

▪ 2011 paper—all global energy 
with wind, water, and solar 
power

▪ 2013 New York feasibility 
study—move entire state to 
renewables

▪ 2014 California roadmap 
100% renewale

▪ 2015 50 roadmaps, one for 
every state & whole US on 
WWS



Solutions Project Goes Global



Emergence of 100% Renewable Energy

▪ 2014 Hamburg-based World 
Future Council “How to Achieve 
100% Renewable Energy”

▪ Renewable Energy 
✓ Sun, wind, water (hydroelectricity), 

naturally occurring heat 
(geothermal), and plants

✓ Completely doable with today’s 
technology

▪ “[O]nly lack of political will that is 
preventing the world switching 
away from fossil fuels.”



Technical Issues
▪ Issue is that RE is not dispatchable
▪ Variable renewable energy (VRE) 

Technical issues: 
✓ Curtailment when RE produces large spikes 

of power
✓ Dips in VRE, daily, weekly, monthly, 

seasonally, and decadal.
✓ Rapid ramping: 

▪ VRE Economic Issues
✓ Cost of integrating more VRE exceed the 

benefits 



What Technical Issues Mean

▪ Massive overbuild of VRE
✓ Its “capacity factor” (the amount of time it’s running) is 

relatively low
✓ To fully meet demand, total capacity will have to far 

exceed total demand, by multiples.
▪ Transmission lines be extended everywhere across 

the globe, to link VRE sources with demand and 
smooth out supply. 
✓ Distribution grids need to be upgraded fast

▪ Remaining dispatchable resources — demand 
management, storage, hydro, maybe biomass —
“radically, radically scaled up. 
✓ Storage is going to have to grow exponentially. 



Debate Over 100% Renewable Energy
▪ Not about the climate imperative 

▪ Not about deep decarbonization—reduce total 
C emissions to 80-100% globally by mid-century

▪ Not about cleaning the grid and moving 
transportation, heating, and industry to 
electricity

▪ General agreement that:
✓ Increase demand for power, possibly as much as 

150% by mid-century

✓ Means grid will have to get bigger, more 
sophisticated, more efficient and more reliable while 
decarbonizing.



Debate Fundamentals 
▪ How much can be done locally with distributed 

technologies and how much is utility scale build-out

▪ How much land will be consumed to build out the 
solar and wind needed and how realistic it is that can 
happen

▪ Cost 

▪ Natural gas substituting for coal while the renewable 
energy kinks get worked out
✓ Works up to a point but incompatible with decarbonization 

beyond 60% or so

✓ And if you build NG plants to 60% you are stuck shutting 
them down to get past 60%



100% Renewable vs. Zero-Carbon

Will we need nuclear and 
CCS to provide 
balancing, or can we do it 
without them?



Optimal Balance

▪ “Assuming we could conjure up the political will for 
this kind of wholesale transformation to WWS ... 
would we want to?”

▪ Is this the optimal balance of costs and benefits?

▪ Total-system cost relative to the larger portfolio of 
low-carbon options

▪ Fundamental question for all of us to be asking as we 
pursue this work



Pitched Battle
• “100% renewable energy is a better slogan, but that's not all it is,” 

said Karthik Ganapathy, a former 350.org staffer who worked for 
Sanders and now works for Democratic Rep. Keith Ellison of 
Minnesota. “We need to massively transition off fossil fuels, and 
dramatically scale up renewable energy. That's the main project. 
the rest is details that we can figure out on the margins.”

• Jesse Jenkins, an energy analyst getting his Ph.D at the 
Massachusetts Institute for Technology, who backs a more diverse 
low-carbon approach, said such details shouldn’t be glossed over. “I 
hear them, but I don’t think that’s the only way you can build a 
rallying cry,” Jenkins said. “In a movement, you need to lead and 
you should build support around viable solutions that work.”



Not Helping the Cause 
• “They should realize they are beating dead horses and start getting 

on board and help solve the problem instead of being obstacles to 
the problem,” Jacobson told me. Last November he filed a lawsuit
against Christopher Clack, lead author of a report disputing one of 
Jacobson's studies, and the National Academy of Sciences that 
published Clack’s report.

• “It’s obviously ideal if everyone is rowing in the same direction,” 
said John Coequyt, the Sierra Club’s climate policy director. “But, 
there are really different concerns that different parts of the broad 
progressive community have on solving climate change, and that is 
going to result in different perspectives.”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/11/01/stanford-professor-files-libel-suit-against-leading-scientific-journal-over-clean-energy-claims/?utm_term=.5e7a4438b731
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-27d717f0-acf7-49e6-9379-2026e64c5839.html


Why the Controversy  Matters
▪ Conflict is erupting over the 

best technologies and 
messaging

▪ Experts worry fighting could 
stifle progress toward climate

▪ Divisions, brewing for years, 
escalating in the face of a 
Republican-run government 
that doesn’t recognize the 
issue at all.



100% Renewable Trends



100% Clean Movement-International

▪2011 Go 100% Renewable Energy (Renewables 100 
Policy Instititue

▪2013 REN21

▪World Bank

▪Climate Vulnerable Communities 

▪Top 11 countries: (Sweden, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Scotland, 
Germany, Uruguay, Denmark, China, Morocco, the US, and Kenya)

▪Global 100% RE Platform (5/8/17)



100% Clean Movement-Corporate

▪RE100 Companies

▪2016 Corporate Advanced Energy Commitments

▪Rocky Mountain Institute  Business Renewables 
Center (BRC)

▪WRI’s Corporate Renewable Energy Buyers 
Principles



Businesses Jumping on Board



100% Clean Movement-Cities

▪Renewable Cities, Simon 
Fraser Univ. Centre for 
Dialogue Vancouver, BC

▪Sierra Club’s Ready for 100%

▪CDP today-100 cities 
reporting at least 70% RE





Drawdown Top Ten Solutions
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Getting to 100% Renewables


